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UPCOMING
MEETINGS
QUARTERLY MEETING
March 13, 2019 | 7 PM
Vendor Fair (see pg 2)
St. Augustine’s Church Hall
7605 - 22A Street SE, Calgary
See map page 9

SMALL SUPPORT GROUP
April 9, May 14 | 7 PM
GUTSY GANG SOCIAL CLUB
April 4, 2019 | 7 PM
Aussie Rules (see page 5)

Source: Margaret Allan, Associate Nutritionist for Nutrition for Ostomates; via Island Ostomy
News Nov/Dec 2017 and Regina and District Ostomy News Nov/Dec 2018.

I

n my role as a nutritionist for ostomates I
am asked many questions, and recently I
was asked a really good one regarding salt
intake. The question was whether there are
any long-term repercussions for ileostomates
consuming a high salt diet in terms of heart
health. The person asking the question was
young with a permanent ileostomy, and was
concerned that long term ingestion of salt to
replace intestinal losses may impact on artery health and heart function over time.

Generally speaking…. Before I address the relevance and implications of salt intake
for ostomates in particular, let me provide some general information to set the scene:
Salt is made up of 40% sodium and 60% chloride. Both sodium and chloride are
absorbed by the colon. Water is also primarily absorbed by the colon. Adaptation
of cells in the small intestine after resection of the colon enables some absorption
of sodium, chloride and water. The kidneys regulate sodium, chloride and water
concentrations in the body.

The Importance of Sodium

Salt is made up of both sodium and chloride, and has been linked to high blood
pressure and an increased risk of cardiovascular events. However, sodium in salt
has some very important functions in the body, such as regulating water balance
and enabling muscles to contract via generation of nerve impulses. Therefore it is
important to ensure that sodium intake is adequate for the body’s needs. Not enough
sodium can have a negative impact on body function as well, and is referred to as
hyponatraemia. Sodium supports water balance by directing where water is stored
in the body such as water maintains blood volume, which in turn maintains blood
pressure—an important indicator of heart health. If blood volume and therefore
blood pressure drop too low, signals are released in the body which stimulate the
reabsorption of sodium by the kidneys. Continued page 11

See new ostomy products, and meet
others with a colostomy, ileostomy &
urostomy!

WED, MAR 13, 2019 | 7PM
NOTE: NEW VENUE!

St. Augustine's Church Hall

7605 - 22A Street SE, Calgary, AB
www.calgaryostomysociety.com
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From Your President
Hello Friends,

I’m sure we are all asking when will spring appear because Calgary has been
in a deep freeze for the past month. The weather certainly doesn’t inspire one
to go out and get things done.
But hopefully March will be more seasonal so we will feel better and more
hopeful. March also signals our annual Vendor Fair, where the newest
and greatest ostomy products, as well as standards, will be presented by
manufacturers and city vendors.

I encourage you to consider attending the Saskatoon Ostomy Association’s
Educational Seminar, “Well... Into the Future,” on April 26-27, 2019. Some
of the topics will include nutrition, chronic pain management, medical
marijuana, and purchasing travel insurance with a pre-existing condition. For
more information, please see page 9.

The Small Support Group will be held Tuesday, April 9 and Tuesday, May 14 at
7:00 pm at Wellspring NW. See page 15 for the location.
2019 programming will hopefully include autoimmune tips and questions,
possibly in March, as well as kidney & liver disease and other degenerations
of the body due to ostomy surgery in either June or September.

We have come to the conclusion that the Cancer Society building was not
fulfilling the needs for our meetings so we have decided to permanently
relocate to St. Augustine Church hall. Thank you to Sharon and Gerald Sheen
for coming to the rescue by graciously offering the venue. This will, however,
require one minor change: our Quarterly Meetings will now be held on the
second WEDNESDAY OF MARCH, JUNE, SEPTEMBER AND DECEMBER.
Our Christmas auction raised approximately $6,350 for the Ostomy Youth
Camp. A big thanks to everyone who participated in making a tremendous
difference in a child’s life.

In further support of the Ostomy Youth Camp, the Gutsy Gang will be meeting
on April 4th at Aussie Rules Piano Bar. See page 5 for details.
We hope to see you at the March Vendor Fair. Until then, stay warm and well.

Pat Cimmeck

QUARTERLY MEETINGS
Meetings typically take place on the second
Tuesday of March, June, September at 7pm &
December at 6pm, at the Canadian Cancer Society,
unless otherwise stated. Please check the event
ads in the newsletter, on our website, or Facebook.
ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
If you are interested in placing an ad in the
Changing Times newsletter, please contact Garry
Doyle for more information
DISCLAIMER
Articles do not necessarily reflect the views of the
COS or Ostomy Canada Society. Please consult
your doctor, or ET before using any product or
method described.
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NEWS & UPDATES
AADL Update

Small Support Groups

You may have received or will be receiving a form or call
from your medical supply store stating that you need to be
reauthorized.

The Small Support Group, held at Wellspring, is a meeting
held by COS, to assist persons with an ostomy. The next
Small Support Group will take place on April 9, and May 14,
2019 at 7 pm. Please see the ad on page 15 for the location.

By Lisa Guasman

An NSWOC (formerly ET nurse) has informed me that AADL
(Alberta Aids to Daily Living) has made some changes
and reauthorization will be required every four years. It
is important that you do not let your authorization expire
as the process to reapply could be long and arduous. You
will need to see your NSWOC for reauthorization within six
months of the request. If that person has retired, then you
must go to the hospital where your surgery was performed
since your file is located there.

J-Pouch Group

The Calgary Ostomy Society is pleased to announce that
the Calgary J-Pouch Group and its services, will now be
incorporated in our programming, including the support
group and hospital visitation program, run by COS
volunteer visiting coordinator Kaylee Janse.

What is a J-Pouch? Also called IPAA (ileal pouch-anal
anastomosis), the J-Pouch procedure involves your surgeon
removing the part of your bowel that’s causing trouble,
(commonly due to Ulcerative Colitis), including your
colon and rectum. The end of your small intestine, called
the ileum, is used to make a pouch inside your body that
collects waste. Then the pouch is connected to your anus.
The surgery is often performed in two steps, involving a
loop ileostomy before the final take down.

Also, the Government does not reward frugality, in fact, it
works against you! If you are not ordering the number of
supplies that you have been allotted then AADL will cut you
back. For example, I had a lot of paste in stock so I didn’t
reorder for six months, and it was removed from my file.
Fortunately, my nurse was able to remedy it.
Additionally as an FYI – MO 38 - Stoma powder and MO 48
–Barrier elastic strips have been added to the program as
was M9 ostomy deodorant, a while back.

Persons with a J-pouch are welcome to join our events and
become members of COS, so stay tuned for more updates!

Another change concerns your insurance (benefits) plan,
as AADL requires that you submit the cost of your supplies
through your insurance plan and then, secondly AADL will
cover the rest up to 75%. Some of us haven’t been notified
about this change as we have been ‘grandfathered in’ but
eventually they will catch up to us.

Ask the Ostomy Nurse

Coming June 2019!

Featuring Karen Lagden from Staywell Home Care (see
ad page 5). She is a private practice Nurse Specializing
In Wound, Ostomy & Continence. Please send any
questions to: cosnewsletter@outlook.com.

-Dedicated to-

IMPROVING LIVES

OSTOMY & INCONTINENCE CARE

We have one of the largest selections of home health care products
in Calgary.
Meet with one of our certified ostomy and incontinence care providers
who will ensure you choose products that best suit your needs.
We offer complete lines of ConvaTec, Coloplast and Hollister products.

Three convenient locations in Calgary

1-800-352-8249
9309 Macleod Trail SW..................................................................... 403-252-2266
4938 Richmond Road SW................................................................403-299-4488
3439 26th Avenue NE........................................................................ 403-263-9994

calgarycoop.com/homehealth
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NEWS & UPDATES
Young & Fresh Ostomy Designs
OSTIQUE
A young designer, Stephanie Monty, has come up with Ostique, an ostomy device that is so
attractive and empowering it can be worn openly on the beach with swimwear. “Inspired
by my family’s own struggle with Crohn’s Disease, this appliance empowers people to feel
more confident with their body and provides some freedom from an ostomy pouch,” the
designer explained. The flexible device adheres to the wearer’s skin, and is covered with a
waterproof membrane that creates a
“natural, skin-like feel”. The silicone
can also be colour-matched to the
user’s skin. Monty has just won
a major grant to turn her awardwinning design into reality. For more
info: https://www.cambridge-design.
com/news-and-articles/pressreleases/stoma-wear-goes-hi-tech-with-cdp

GUTS

After being diagnosed with
Crohn’s disease, designer Teddy
Schuyers decided to focus on
redesigning the ostomy bag to
improve both their performance
and appearance. “It is anything
but sexy,” she said. “The aesthetic
side of the ostomy bag has stood
still for a long time. They have
looked the same for years – very
clinical, medical and totally
not personal.” Schuyers created Guts for her graduation project at
Design Academy Eindhoven. The bags come in three variations. The
standard, white teardrop-shaped bag for daily use is made from a
thermoplastic film with a Tyvek polyethylene coating for strength. A
yellow, oval design for sport offers extra security with a PVC-coated
fabric outer layer, and a smaller, teal-coloured round design for more
intimate moments is coated in a flexible foam as well as a soft, stretch
fabric. Get the full story: https://www.dezeen.com/2018/12/15/
teddy-schuyers-guts-ostomy-bag-design/

Gutsy Gang Social Club

GGSC is geared towards young adults aged 18 to 40 with bowel
and bladder diversionary surgeries, such as an ostomy or J-Pouch.
The young at heart are still welcome, and depending on the venue,
children may also attend. Our next event:
Aussie Rules Piano Bar - 1002 - 37th Street SW, Calgary, AB
Thursday April 4, 2019, at 7pm
Tickets $22 per person, includes cover, drink & nachos. Age 18+. We
only have 23 tickets for sale, with every cent going to the Ostomy
Youth Camp! To Purchase tickets, please send $22 via PayPal to
cosnewsletter@outlook.com. RSVP via Facebook.
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Hollister Secure Start™ Services
It’s Personal

Hollister Secure Start Services provide a lifetime of customized support for people living
with an ostomy.
We are proud to offer dedicated support for each and every patient along the continuum
of care! Once enrolled, a Hollister Secure Start Services Coordinator will call to explain
our services, answer any questions, and provide ongoing support.
A Hollister Secure Start Services Coordinator can assist with the following:
•
Finding the right products
•
Providing product information and condition-specific education
•
Finding local resources (ie. Retailers and Clinicians)
•
Product usage care tips
To learn more about Hollister Secure Start Services, call us at 1.866.789.7574, or email
us at securestartcanada@hollister.com, or visit us at www.hollister.com.
Start enjoying the benefits of Hollister Secure Start Services today!

www.hollister.com
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Bullied Over A Colostomy Bag Or Not, Seven Charles Thomas Bridges Has Died. Born To
Love, Tormented By Hate.

By Christine Kim, Ostomy Connection. This article was originally published on OstomyConnection.com and is reprinted with permission.

There’s something severely wrong with our society when children are driven to suicide.
Regardless of whether the headlines are correct or not,
the bottom line is the world lost a beautiful soul. If you
believe that children are our future like I do, we must take
accountably and stop pointing fingers at what we think
is the problem. One of the greatest traits a human being
can have is sincerity, and we need to be using it all the
time, with our neighbours, family, waitresses, movers,
students — everyone, all the time. If more of us practiced
that, maybe our kids would be imitating us rather than
devastating us.

Dear Seven, last night I had a dream. I saw you handing me
a special decree, and in the distance, angels were waiting
patiently. It said, “Words of compassion, words of peace.
This is how I want you to remember me.” Hand over my
heart, I promise to keep that message alive. Your life has
meaning, and your voice will be heard. I’m so sorry we
failed you.

W

e live in a world where many people thrive on being
rude to each other. The media keeps us well informed
of that, which is how I found out about Seven Bridges, a
10-year-old from Louisville who hung himself at home
on the morning of January 19. His mom, Tami Charles,
told WHAS11 News that Seven was repeatedly bullied by
students at Kerrick Elementary School over several things,
one of them being he smelled.

You can help the family through GoFundMe to stand
#SevenStrong. r

CALGARY OSTOMY
RESOURCE DIRECTORY

To bear racial slurs and harassment at such a young age,
I’m devastated. Did they even know all he’d been through?
Probably so. Born with imperforate anus and enduring
colostomy surgery at birth — he was a survivor. “Twentysix surgeries from the day my son was born. Twenty-six
surgeries. He just wanted to be normal, that’s all,” Tami
Charles explained to WHAS11.

SUPPLIES
Coloplast Canada
ConvaTec Canada
Hollister Canada

1-866-293-6349
1-800-465-6302
1-800-263-7400

Much of the public believes that Seven had a colostomy
at the time of his death. He did have one since birth, but
in an interview posted on Tami Charles’ Facebook page,
she shared that last November Seven had a final surgery
to reverse his stoma. Recovery was going well but he was
experiencing fecal incontinence. Evidently, his classmates
and even a school bus driver made hurtful comments,
saying “he stinks” because he couldn’t control his bowel
movements.

VENDORS
Co-op Home Health Care
CB Medical
Kenron Pharmacy NW
Kenron Pharmacy SW
Luke’s Drug Mart
Okotoks HC Pharmacy
Shoppers Home Health Care
Staywell Home Care

1-800-352-8249
1-866-764-0674
(403) 289-7224
(403) 252-2616
(403) 242-1566
(403) 995-1080
(403) 255-2288
(403) 874-8787

ET NURSES
Foothills Medical Centre
Rockyview Hospital
Peter Lougheed Centre
South Health Campus
Alberta Children’s Hospital

(403) 944-1552
(403) 943-3238
(403) 943-4774
(403) 956-3206
(403) 943-7290

“We need to talk about this bullying. Talk about this pain. I
want people to do that with their children.” – Tami Charles

Private Practice ET
Karen Lagden RN, BScN, ET

(403) 703-9407

Did they even care about his feelings? Obviously not.
Nevertheless, he was determined to stay kind and respond
with love. My heart hurts for Seven because I’ve been there.
I can imagine what awful things they must have said. And
one kid choked him? No wonder he couldn’t get that off his
mind. Who could? And who knows, maybe he was bullied
for having a colostomy bag too.
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How Do I Know Which Ostomy Appliance Is Best For Me

Lauren Wolfe RN, BSN, CWOCN. Source: Vancouver Ostomy Hi Life Newsletter Nov/Dec 2018

One of the first statements a patient says to
me after surgery is: Which is the best Ostomy
pouch? I want that one!

Flat or Convex
A convex system is one that curves inward toward your
stoma helping to push the skin around your stoma
downward to allow your stoma to stick out more. It may
also help to contour to your abdomen if you have any dips
around your stoma.

S

electing an ostomy pouching system is like going to a
clothing store and trying to find the dress/jeans that you
like and fits your body shape. Each person is an individual
with a unique shape and size. Finding the right product
for you requires an assessment of your stoma (shape,
size, height and type of ostomy), body contours, dexterity,
activity level and personal preferences. There are 7
different ostomy companies on the market and each one of
them have a place when helping you select which pouching
system is right for you. Within each company there is a
wide range of products and your ostomy nurse (WOCN/
NSWOC) can help you in selecting a product that meets
your needs.

Deciding whether to use a flat or convex system depends
on your stoma, abdominal contours and activity level. If
you are wearing a flat pouching system and have a flat,
very mobile stoma or dips and creases around your stoma
you may need to consider a convex pouching system.
Before changing to a convex system your WOCN/NSWOC
may consider using accessories to improve your weartime
and/ or prevent leaks. Using a convex system can increase
the pressure around your stoma making you at risk for
a pressure injury. Each company has a different type of
convexity.

The first things I look at when helping you select a product
is to determine which type of ostomy you have (Ileostomy,
Colostomy or Urostomy) and then to ask you about the
product you are currently using.

(Soft and rigid and the height and shape of the convexity
varies). Convexity needs to be used with caution in people
who have parastomal hernias, peristomal varices and stoma
prolapse.

• Do you like your current pouching system?
• What do you like about your current pouching system?
• What don’t you like about your current pouching system?
• What is your weartime and are you happy with this?
(Weartime is the amount of time between changing your
pouching system.)

Opaque or Transparent

Ostomy pouches come in opaque or transparent and a
split film or peek a boo window. An opaque or peek a boo
window is more discreet as you do not need to visualize
your output all day. If you have a urostomy these pouches
are usually transparent although opaque ones are becoming
more available.

One and Two Piece Pouching System

Precut or Cut to Fit

A 1-piece system means that the flange (part that sticks
to your body) and pouch are all connected. A 2-piece
system, the flange and pouch are applied separately and
need to be attached. This can be either a mechanical or
adhesive coupling depending on the company. Selecting
which one works for you can be a personal preference but
may depend on which of the companies’ products works for
you.

In the first 4- 6 weeks your stoma is changing size and
shape and a cut to fit pouching system is preferred to allow
you to adjust the opening size as your stoma changes. If
you have an oval stoma cutting the correct opening shape
may be something you always have to do. There are some
products that allow you to mold the opening instead of
cutting. Once your stoma has stabilized in size and shape
you can consider a precut if round. Precut sizes vary
between companies. If you gain or loose weight your stoma
size may change and you may need to remeasure and adjust
the stoma flange opening.

Drainable or Closed Pouching System

A drainable system is one that is emptied throughout the
day and a closed system is one that cannot be emptied and
needs to be removed when half full. These come in one and
two-piece options. Closed systems are usually restricted to
people with a colostomy as they usually empty/change
once or twice a day. If you have an ileostomy you are best
suited to a drainable pouch. Urostomy (ileal conduit)
pouches only come in drainable due to the frequent need to
empty and allow connection to a night drainage container.

Tape or no tape, Ceramide, Aloe, Regular Wear or Extended
Wear Barriers
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Ostomy barriers come with a variety of ingredients. This
can be very confusing to the individual and even takes an
experienced WOCN/NSWOC to know the different products
available. Consult your WOCN/NSWOC to ask about the
differences.

In conclusion, there are many factors to be taken into
account when selecting an ostomy appliance that
works foryou. My recommendation is that if you are not
having any problems with your current system and are
independent in doing your changes, then discuss trialing
other systems with your WOCN/NSWOC. Remember to
keep a diary of what you like and don’t like about each
system. If you are not getting the weartime you would like
or having skin issues than discuss adding on accessories
or trialing a different product with your WOCN/NSWOC.
Regular check ups with your stoma nurse will ensure you
are using the right product for your skin and stoma. r

Get Involved!
Calgary Ostomy Society is currently in need
of volunteers to fill the following positions:
Secretary - duties involve taking meeting
minutes for executive committee meetings
and quarterly meetings. The time
commitment is approximately 1 hour per
month on average.

CALGARY OSTOMY SOCIETY
March 13 Vendor Fair Location

Vice President - duties range from
assisting with the coordination of meetings
to obtaining auction items for the
Christmas Social. The time commitment is
approximately 2 hours per month on average.
Please contact Pat Cimmeck for more
information.

Educational Seminar
Saskatoon Inn & Conference Centre

2002 Airport Dr, Saskatoon, SK S7L 6M4

Friday April 26, 2019 - 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm
Saturday April 27, 2019 - Registration: 8:00 am; Seminars: 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
PLANNED TOPICS

NSWOC (ET Nurse)
Nutritionist/Dietician
Chronic Pain Management
Social Media
Disability Tax Credit

Medical Marijuana
Purchasing travel insurance
with pre-existing conditions
Rap sessions

Tickets: Friday and Saturday - $50, Saturday only - $35
For more info: www.saskatoonostomy.ca/event/educational-seminar/
Please contact cosnewsletter@outlook.com if you are interested in attending!
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Salt - How Much Is Enough For Ostomates? Continued from page 1
The kidneys initially filter all the sodium out of the blood,
then via precise mechanism, return the exact amount of
sodium out of the blood, then via precise mechanisms
return the exact amount of sodium to the body that it needs
for proper functioning. Water follows sodium, which in turn
stimulates water reabsorption by the kidneys as well. This
process then restores blood volume and blood pressure
to normal. Not enough sodium in the blood has very little
in the way of signs or symptoms if it is mild, so there is no
immediate evidence when the sodium intake is inadequate
and blood levels are becoming low. However, if sodium
intake is not increased, brain and muscle fatigue, loss of
appetite, nausea and abdominal cramps may develop. More
serious consequences in the way of agitation, confusion,
impaired mental function and incontinence may result if
sodium depletion continues, which can even progress to
seizures and coma.

adequate for optimal functioning.

Relevance to People with a Colostomy or Urostomy
The risk for ileostomates in particular is not consuming
enough salt to compensate for intestinal losses rather than
consuming too much. Colostomates and urostomates on the
other hand, need to be mindful of salt intake to reduce the
risk of high blood pressure and cardio-vascular events,
especially later in life. The dietary guideline to limit salt
intake therefore is more relevant to urostomates and also
colostomates who have had only a small section of their
colon removed.

There is always a risk of going too far and consuming too
much salt, which may also have consequences, but there
is much less risk of this occurring for people with an
ileostomy than those with a colostomy or urostomy. High
sodium in-take can lead to calcium excretion, which may
affect bone mineral density over the long term. Due to its
role in fluid balance, too much sodium in the blood may also
cause water retention which can lead to swelling or edema
and an accompanying rise in blood pressure, resulting in
hypertension. A person may also be more susceptible to
an increase in blood pressure from high salt intake if their
parents have high blood pressure or if the person has
kidney disease, diabetes, or is over 50 years of age. People
who are overweight also appear to be more sensitive to the
effect of salt on blood pressure.

If The Colon Is Removed

As indicated above, sodium is normally absorbed by the
colon; therefore, a total colectomy resulting in permanent
ileostomy leads to progressive adaptation of the small
intestine to take on some of the functions of the colon,
such as sodium, chloride and water absorption. However,
absorption of these nutrients via adaptation in the small
intestine may not be t the same extent as via normal colonic
tissue, and the fluid nature of ileostomy output means
that more sodium, chloride and water are lost via this
process as well. Additionally, vomiting and diarrhea can
lead to indiscriminate loss of sodium from the body, and
tea, coffee and carbonated drinks can lead to even further
sodium excretion. As I have shown, sodium is an important
nutrient for good health, so it is therefore important that
sodium intake by ileostomates via salt is abundant enough
to compensate for these factors and enable appropriate
functioning in the body.

Salt depletion from loose and watery output can also
lead to dehydration, the signs of which include blurred
vision, feeling dizzy or faint (a possible indicator of low
blood pressure), fatigue, unquenchable thirst, dry mouth
(indicating by the tongue sticking to the roof of the mouth,
or difficulty talking because of dry mucous membranes
inside the mouth), headache, pins and needles in the hands
and feet, or cramps. If dehydration is not addressed and
rectified, renal failure may develop. For ileostomates who
are becoming dehydrated, using plain water to increase
fluid intake without simultaneously increasing sodium
intake can also lead to hyponatraemia. For this reason,
drinking oral rehydration solutions that replace electrolytes
such as sodium and chloride rather than plain water is
advisable. Ileostomates are also advised to use salt liberally
in their cooking and at the table, as well as consuming salty
foods to ensure sodium concentrations in the body are

How Much is Enough?

So the question is: How do you know if you are consuming
the right amount of salt for your body’s particular
needs and circumstances? One method is monitoring
blood sodium levels via a blood test, and the other is
to keep an eye on blood pressure to make sure it is not
too low or becoming too high. I recommend ensuring
adequate hydration, addressing kidney health to facilitate
appropriate retention or excretion of sodium as needed,
supporting bone mineral density, and maintaining a healthy
body weight. There are many dietary and supplemental
strategies that ostomates can apply to support all these
health goals. r
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Odor Proof or Odor Resistant?

By V. Alterescu, RN, NSWOC. Source: Greater Seattle (WA) “The Ostomist” Nov/Dec 2017

M

any pouches are touted as
being odour proof. What
does this mean? I certainly
have detected odour through
many an odour-proof pouch,
and, I have concluded that
all pouches will allow some
odour to permeate through
them over time. The important issue here is time. Certain
pouches were just not designed to be worn for very long.
The newer two-piece set- ups that are popular, allow a
person to change a pouch frequently while leaving the
adhesive barrier on the skin. On the other hand, many
other types of pouches will be odour resistant for longer
than the two-piece system. If it were up to me, no pouch
would be called odour-proof. They are odour resistant. But
they can only resist for so long.
There are essentially three ways that odour can permeate
an ostomy pouch. First, the pouch could be leaking, a seam
could split or the adhesive seal might not be intact. This
would result in odour. Second, the pouch could actually be

Calling all parents... sign up your
kids for Ostomy Canada Society
Youth Camp!

permeated with odour from the stool. Third, the tail of the
pouch may not be clean. Setting the first reason aside, let me
concentrate on permeation of odour through the material.
Most pouches will be odour resistant for one day. After that,
there is a whole realm of pouch materials that will begin
to exude odour. Rubber and vinyl pouches are less odour
resistant than saran lined pouches. This could in part be the
reason your pouch is not odour-resistant for longer.

Rinsing a pouch out is primarily a waste of time. For one
thing, it takes longer to empty the pouch and you need more
materials around you. The water, especially, if it is warm,
will open the pores of the pouch and, last, rinsing can affect
the seal. The interior of your pouch may be clean, but it does
not serve a functional purpose. Frankly, it does not matter if
the interior of your pouch is clean any more than it matters
if the interior of your colon is clean. The most important
portion of the pouch that should be cleansed very thoroughly
is the tip of the drainable pouch. Rinsing the interior may
actually increase odour that may occur as a result of having
any fecal residue on the tail of the pouch. Therefore, I often
recommend that a person carry one of those little alcohol
wipes (that are individually wrapped in foil) to clean the tail
of the pouch. r

Kenron Pharmacy has been dedicated
to enhancing the quality of life, dignity
and independence of Calgarians for
over 25 years.

July 7-12, 2019

We are proud to offer a full selection of wound
care, ostomy and incontinence products

Easter Seals Camp Horizon
Bragg Creek, AB

Homecare specialists are available in-store
to consult on any unique products/services
you may require

To reserve a spot at camp or receive application forms,
please contact Ostomy Canada Society
at 1-888-969-9698 or email info1@ostomycanada.ca.
Please contact your local ostomy chapter for
sponsorship information.

"Once they witness the magic, your kids are
forever changed."

AADL (AB Aids to Daily Living) certified

Kenron Compounding Pharmacy Foothills
#100, 1620 29 St NW Calgary, AB T2N 4L7
403-289-7224 | Kenron.ca
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E V E R Y D AY L I V I N G S O L U T I O N S

Shoppers Home Health Care offers a wide range of ostomy,
skin care, first aid, wound care and incontinence supplies to
enhance your comfort and well-being, so that you can stay
active and independent through all stages of life.
• Colostomy • Ileostomy • Urostomy
Visit our Calgary location to speak with one of our expert
staff today!
25A, 180-94 Avenue SE • 403-255-2288
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EARN &
SPEND

SHOPPERS OPTIMUM
POINTS to SAVE*
* Restrictions apply. Shoppers Optimum Points cannot be
collected or redeemed on government funded portion of
products and services. In addition, Shoppers Optimum
Points cannot be collected on rentals, services, delivery
and third party gift cards. Other restrictions may apply,
see in-store and Shoppers Optimum Program terms and
conditions for more details.

Christmas Social 2018

T

he 2018 COS Christmas Social was another successful
event, with 35 members and supporters in attendance.
The evening was met with good food (potluck), great
visiting, support and laughter.
Following dinner, Auctioneer Sheldon Smithens took the
microphone and did what he does best. His humour and
passion for the event brings him back year after year to be
our auctioneer.
Door prize tickets were sold in abundance – bringing in
approximately $150, being sold at $1 a piece. The Auction
was great fun and tallied approximately $2600.
The Call to Cash tallied $1800 and that again was 100%
matched by CB Medical, thus doubling to $3600! Thanks,
Craig! The final results are approx. $6350!

Many items were donated for our auction. Special thanks goes to Lisa
Gausman for hard work in organizing the auction again this year, and
also to Pat Machan for donating so many items!

Registration for one child costs $650. That means Calgary
will be able to send 9 youth to camp in 2019! Thank you
for your generous donation to the December 2018 Calgary
Ostomy Society fundraiser and auction for Ostomy Canada
Youth Camp. - Lisa Gausman r

Several bears found new homes, including this set & the vintage
panda (donated by Sharon Sheen), plus Awesome Ollie, the teddy
bear with an ostomy (not pictured).

A wide variety of potluck dishes were carefully curated by Sharon
Sheen and Charlene Needham.

St. Augustine’s Church Hall was a great venue for the party! Special
thanks to Gerald Sheen for booking and setting up the hall.

Kevin was kind enough to be Sheldon’s model for a few auction items.
13
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Some Ileostomy Don’ts

Source: The Austi-Mate Journal March/April 2019. Modified from: Live and Learn Via: Ostomy Spotlight,UOAA Oshkosh,
Wisconsin Chapter & Chambersburg Good News Helper
Question any procedure that intrudes upon the stoma,
including suppositories.

Do not fast. Fasting can lead to serious electrolyte

imbalances, even when adequate fluid intake is maintained.
Don’t limit fluid intake. Ileostomates are always slightly
dehydrated due to the constant outflow of fluids, so
maintaining fluid intake at all times is a must.

Don’t take any medication unless you know it will
dissolve quickly and be fully absorbed. Before filling new

Do not eliminate salt from your diet. Because salt is also lost

prescriptions, be sure to consult with your pharmacist
whether or not the medication will dissolve in the stomach
quickly. Coated and time-release medications will not be
absorbed and will pass through without benefit. If in doubt,
purchase only six pills and try them before getting the rest
of the prescription. Women should be especially alert when
taking birth control or estrogen replacement medications.

Do not put anything into your stoma. Don’t allow anything to

Editors Note: Please consult with an ostomy nurse with
additional questions regarding these issues. r

Be cautious about giving blood. A constant state of

dehydration places enormous stress on the kidneys when
blood is given. Serious damage can occur. Giving blood is
not recommended practice for ileostomates, but if you want
to do it, consult your own doctor first.

with the fluid outflow, even those with high blood pressure
should not eliminate salt altogether. Consult your doctor
for your recommended salt intake when other physical
problems are a consideration.

And don’t take any vitamin B-12 product for granted. Have

your doctor check your B-12 level whenever you have a
blood test taken. Some ileostomates with short bowels may
require B-12 injections when they do not absorb enough of
the vitamin.

be put into your stoma without your own doctor’s personal
supervision. Doctors have sometimes incorrectly given
routine orders in hospitals — for enemas, for example.
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Your

Membership

Matters!

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
BE INFORMED
• Receive our quarterly newsletter
Changing Times, via email or Canada
Post, as well as the bi-annual Ostomy
Canada Magazine.
• Educational seminars, support groups
and social functions for ostomates.

SOCIAL NETWORKING
• You will meet many Calgarians with a
Colostomy, Urostomy, Ileostomy and
surgeries like a J-Pouch; all of whom
have an ostomy due to Cancer, Crohn’s
& Colitis, and various other diseases.
People of all ages are welcome!

GET INVOLVED
• Members can volunteer for positions on
the Calgary Ostomy Society executive
committee, and can also vote on agenda
items at our AGM.

MEMBER-ONLY PERKS
• Access to online Member-only content
(coming Spring 2019).
• Fee assistance for Ostomy Canada
Conferences.

$30 annual fee

JOIN TODAY!

Valid Jan - Dec 2019

